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ABSTRACT:  The doubly beneficial contribution of nanoscale fabricated carbon 
surface and devised strong Pt-carbon interface to remarkable improvements of Pt/carbon 
fuel cell electrodes was evidenced to be a crucial clue for rational design of 
next-generation less-Pt/C electrodes. Real-world carbon surface morphology and 
metal-carbon interface are complex and interrelated, which are hard to control at a 
statistical level. Herein, we fabricated plasma-devised nanoneedles-glassy carbon (GC) 
from well-defined flat GC as model supports, on which Pt nanoparticles were anchored 
by arc plasma. The arc plasma deposited (APD)-Pt/flat-GC with strong metal-support 
interface exhibited enhanced activity for electrochemical oxygen reduction reaction 
(ORR) compared to chemically supported Pt/flat-GC and commercial Pt/C electrodes. 
The APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC further promoted the ORR and showed a remarkable 
durability without significant deactivation after accelerated durability test cycles. The 
structural defects and compressive strain of Pt nanoparticles were induced by the 
plasma-devised metal-support contact, which may benefit the ORR activity of 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC. The nanoneedles-GC support morphology may also improve 
oxygen gas transport at nanoscale through modifying the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity 
of the GC surface. These results on the devised Pt/C model electrodes reveal the highly 
enhanced activity and durability of the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrode by the doubly 
beneficial effects of support nanoscale morphology and strong metal‒support interface, 
which were characterized by the intimate combination of the Pt/GC synthesis, 
electrochemical measurements, in situ XAFS and HAADF-STEM. Our experimental 
findings provide necessary clues for the design and synthesis of active and durable fuel 








Supported precious metals are widely used as catalysts for a range of fundamental and 
industrially important reactions; e.g. Pt/C electrocatalyzes oxygen reduction reaction 
(ORR) in fuel cells. However, high cost and scarcity of precious metal catalysts need 
new clues to improve their activity and durability remarkably.1-3 Pt alloying with other 
metals such as Fe, Co, and Ni brings about ligand and geometric effects, resulting in 
improved catalytic properties due to modified Pt electronic structure and binding energy 
with reaction intermediates. The control of Pt shapes, facets and lattice strains is an 
alternative strategy. Recently, high-curvature nanoneedle-like catalysts have received 
intensive attention in electrocatalysis. The high-index facets and undercoordinated sites 
around tips induce an intrinsic change in electronic structures.4 The facet surfaces also 
regulate mass transport5 and induce a local high electric field, which improves adsorbate 
concentrations.6-9 However, these coexisting structural impacts are interrelated with each 
other, which makes their discrimination and understanding quite difficult. This dilemma 
also happens with most of heterogeneous metal catalysts and few feasible methods are 
proposed to find out these interrelated structural effects on the origin and genesis of 
supported metal catalysis. 
Supports for Pt electrocatalysts, especially in membrane electrode assembly (MEA) 
in polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) affect ORR performance profoundly from 
multi-prospects through metal-support contact, interfacial sites, hydrophilicity/ 
hydrophobicity, surface area, porosity, etc. and provide conductive paths and 
mass-transport frameworks.10-13 Real-world supports are structurally complex due to 
many factors, such as surface doping, chemically functional groups, support curvature, 
defects, etc., which are usually hard to control at a statistical level. Under these 
conditions, the fine understanding of the doubly beneficial effects of support nanoscale 
morphology and strong metal-support interface based on controlled surface fabrication 
and high-energy metal deposition is essentially challenging due to their multiple 
interrelated structural factors. Due to the instability of carbon black in fuel cell operations, 
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alternative carbon supports for ORR have been developed; e.g. electrospun carbon 
nanofiber,14 multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), reduced graphene oxide (rGO) 
and a nanocomposite of indium tin oxide with rGO,15 where MWCNTs showed the 
smallest degradation.   
  Herein, we used a well-defined flat glassy carbon (GC) disk as a model support, on 
which Pt nanoparticles were anchored by an arc plasma deposition (APD) method. We 
also fabricated plasma-devised nanoneedle arrays on the flat GC surface layers and 
subsequently Pt nanoparticles were anchored on the nanoneedles-GC by the APD 
technique. For comparison, chemically supported Pt on flat-GC was also prepared, where 
at first Pt nanoparticles were synthesized by ethylene glycol reduction of chloroplatinic 
acid precursor and then deposited on the flat GC disk by drop casting. Doubly beneficial 
effects of the novel support nanoscale morphology and strong Pt‒GC support interface at 
a statistical level on ORR activity and durability were studied by the intimate 
combination of controlled fabrications of model electrodes, electrochemical 
measurements under well-defined mass transport conditions, in situ X-ray absorption 
fine structures (XAFS), and high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (HAADF-STEM). More specifically, the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrode 
with the support nanoscale morphology and high-energy Pt‒carbon contact exhibited a 
negligible loss of the ORR activity (no loss of mass activity (MA)) after 10,000 
potential-load (0.6‒1.0 V) cycles compared to 42.5% MA loss for the chemically 
supported Pt/flat-GC and 25% MA loss for a benchmark Pt/C (TEC10E50E-HT), while 
promoting the ORR activity (MA) by a factor of 4.5 or 6.3 compared to the chemically 
supported Pt/flat-GC and Pt/C, respectively. The fundamental information on the devised 
Pt/C model electrodes provides new approach and prospect for conceiving and 
fabricating active and durable fuel cell electrodes, metal-air batteries, and catalytic 
materials. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
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2.1. Fabrications of nanoneedles on GC.  Nanoneedles on flat glassy carbon (GC) 
disk surface were produced by using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP)-reactive ion 
etching (RIE) system (RIE-101iPH Samco Inc.). A flat GC disk with a diameter of 5 mm 
(Purchased from Pine Research Instrumentation) was placed on an alumina tray. The 
optimized recipe for dry etch of the flat GC surface is as follows; a mixture gas: O2 of 14 
sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute), CHF3 of 14 sccm, and Ar of 14 sccm; gas 
pressure: 7 Pa; ICP power: 500 W; radio frequency (RF) power: 100 W; etching time: 30 
s. After the plasma-etching, the samples were washed by a 10% HF solution for 60 s and 
then pure water for 3 min, and finally dried at room temperature. Recently, plasma 
physics for fabrications of nanocarbons such as nanotubes, carbon nanohorns, graphene, 
carbon nanowalls, carbon nanobelt, etc. has been reviewed though it is entirely different 
from our plasma-devised surface fabrication technique.16 
2.2. Arc plasma depositions of Pt nanoparticles on the flat-GC and 
nanoneedles-GC (denoted as APD-Pt/flat-GC and APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC).  The 
deposition of Pt nanoparticles on the flat-GC or nanoneedles-GC was conducted at a 
discharge voltage of 70 V with the capacitance of capacitor 360 μF at 3 Hz in an arc 
plasma deposition system (ADVANCE RIKO, Inc). The Pt amounts deposited on the GC 
surfaces were estimated from the calibration curve for the Pt amount deposited on a Si 
wafer (500 μm thick) substrate vs. the number of APD shots using a film thickness meter 
(Bruker, DektakXT). The Pt deposited amount (μg cm-2) can be calculated from the 
equation, Pt film thickness (μm x10-4) x Pt density (21.45 g cm-3) x 10-6. For comparison, 
Pt deposition was performed at the capacitance of capacitor 50 μF at a discharge voltage of 
70 V, but no Pt deposition occurred, which suggests a threshold power for arc plasma 
deposition of Pt on glassy carbon. In this study the above Pt deposition condition was fixed 
to study doubly beneficial roles of nanoneedle-carbon morphology and strong Pt-carbon 
contact in ORR. The mass and thus particle density of Pt on the flat-GC and 
nanoneedles-GC were regulated by the number of APD shots. The deposited Pt amounts 
for APD-Pt/flat-GC and APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC used in this study were 2.6 µg Pt/cm-2 
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and 3.1 µg Pt/cm-2, respectively. Recently, an arc plasma deposition method has been 
applied for preparation of Pt-Ni thin films on amorphous carbon with different approach 
and aim from the current unique ones.17  
2.3. Preparation of chemically supported Pt/flat-GC sample (denoted as 
chem-Pt/flat-GC). Chemically supported Pt/flat-GC electrode was prepared as follows. 
20 mL of ethylene glycol, 0.1 mL of 1.94 M sodium hydroxide aqueous solution and 0.1 
mL of 0.077 M chloroplatinic acid aqueous solution were added to a 150 ml pressure 
vessel. After 15 min stirring and 30 min ultra-sonication mixing, the vessel with the 
yellow reaction solution was dipped into an oil bath at 180 °C. The color of the reaction 
solution changed to light black after about 4 min. The vessel was finally taken out from 
the heating oil bath to end the reaction after 18 min. The 60 mL of 0.1 M perchloric acid 
solution was added in the above reaction solution to promote the subsequent collection of 
Pt nanoparticles by centrifugation at 1,5000 rpm for 30 min. The Pt nanoparticles were 
redispersed in 10 mL ethanol and 10 µL Pt nanoparticles solution was dropped on a flat 
GC support. After drying, a small amount of Nafion solution (5 µL, 0.03 wt.% Nafion® 
solutions) at a Nafion ionomer/Pt weight ratio of 0.1) was dropped for fixing Pt NPs on 
the GC surface. This thin ionomer layer might affect O2 mass transport, but we 
optimized the quantity of catalyst thin film to ensure that diffusion-controlled limiting 
currents are similar between the electrodes examined in this study (about 5.8 mA cm-2geo 
at 1600 rpm). As such, it is regarded that using the small amount of Nafion does not 
block the O2 mass transport significantly and does not change the trend in the ORR 
activity order for the examined electrodes.  
2.4. Electrochemical Measurements. All glassware for electrochemical 
measurements was treated by aqua regia and then by boiled water and washed by 
Millipore water thoroughly. A 0.1 M HClO4 solution was prepared using perchloric Acid 
(TraceSELECT®, Sigma-Aldrich) and 18.2 MΩ·cm Millipore water. As-prepared 
electrodes were used as the working electrode for electrochemical measurements. The 
testing temperature was room temperature. Pt foil and RHE were used as counter and 
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reference electrodes, respectively. The working electrodes were treated by an 
electrochemical activation process by repeated potential cycles (typically 50 cycles) from 
0.02 to 1.2 V (vs RHE) at a scan rate of 100 mV s-1 in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 until a 
stable response was obtained. Cyclic voltammetry was measured at a scan rate of 50 mV 
s-1 in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4. Electrocatalytic performances for oxygen reduction 
reaction (ORR) were estimated by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) from 0.0 to 1.05 V 
at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1 in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at 1600 rpm. As the ORR 
activity measurement at RDE depends on the quality of catalyst thin film, the Pt loading 
and measurement procedure were optimized to ensure well-defined ORR polarization 
curves. The ORR performances were calculated by the Koutecky-Levich equation and 
normalized with Pt mass and ECSA to obtain mass activity (MA) and surface specific 
activity (SA), respectively. The Tafel analysis shows the consistent trend in the SA. The 
ORR activity was determined at 0.9 V. The measurements were repeated three times and 
an averaging value was used for calculations of MS and SA. The solution resistance Rsol 
was measured by the i-interrupter method and used for IR-compensation. Accelerated 
durability test (ADT) load cycles were conducted by rectangular-wave 0.6‒1.0 V 
potential cycles of 3 s at each of 0.6 and 1.0 V up to 10,000 cycles in O2-saturated 0.1 M 
HClO4.  
2.5. Preparation of STEM specimen.  Firstly, epoxy resin (G2 epoxy: GATAN) 
was used to protect the electrode surface by the formation of a coating/wrapping layer. 
After cutting to a given thickness of the wrapping electrode by diamond cutter, the ion 
slicer (EM-09100IS) was used for thin film processing using Ar ion milling.  
2.6. HAADF-STEM images and EDS maps.  JEM-ARM200F (JEOL) equipped 
with a chemical analyzer (JED-2300T DrySDD 100 mm) at an accelerating voltage of 
200 kV was used for HAADF-STEM and EDS. The contrast profiles for HAADF-STEM 
image were obtained using ImageJ software. The error of averaged Pt d(111) lattice 
spacings is brought about from the error in measuring the size of a Pt nanoparticle. 
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Cross-sectional high resolution STEM/SEM images were also recorded with cold field 
emission electron microscope SU9000 (Hitachi) at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. 
2.7. In situ X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS).  After the electrochemical 
measurements the working electrodes were analyzed by in situ XAFS. In situ XAFS 
measurements were conducted in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 in a home-made 
electrochemical cell at 1600 rpm.18 The measurements of in situ XAFS spectra at Pt 
L3-edge were performed in a fluorescence mode by using a Si(111) double-crystal 
monochromator and an ion chamber (I0: Ar 5% / N2 95%) for incident X-rays and a 21 
Ge-elements detector for fluorescent X-rays at BL36XU beamline in SPring-8.19 X-ray 
absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra were normalized by Athena software. 
The XAFS spectra were treated with the data analysis program IFEFFIT (version 
1.2.11c). Theoretical phase shift and amplitude functions for Pt-Pt and Pt-O were 
calculated from FEFF 8.4 and used for curve fitting processes. The extracted EXAFS 
(extended X-ray absorption fine structure) oscillations were k2-weighted and Fourier 
transformed to R-space. The curve fittings of k2-weighted EXAFS data in R-space were 
carried out with Artemis software.20,21  
3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1a illustrates the fabrication of arc plasma deposited (APD) Pt nanoparticles (NPs) 
anchored on plasma-etched nanoneedles-GC (APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrode). 
Nanoneedles-GC surface was produced by plasma etching of a flat GC in a mixture gas 
of O2, CHF3, and Ar. The resultant nanoneedles were visualized in SEM images (Figure 
1 b & c). The estimated heights of nanoneedles were in the range of 50-140 nm 
(av:108±20 nm) and the section widths of tips of nanoneedles were in the range of 4-13 
nm (av: 8±2 nm). Pt NPs were anchored on the nanoneedles-GC by an arc plasma 
deposition method. Figure 1 d & e show cross-sectional high-resolution (HR) SEM 




Figure 1. (a) Fabrication steps for the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC model electrode. (b, c) 
Cross-sectional and perspective views of SEM images of etched GC with nanoneedles, respectively. 
(d) Cross-sectional HR-SEM images of a typical APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrode (x 400,000 
magnification). (e) Zoomed image of (d). (f) Cross-sectional HAADF-STEM image of the 
nanoneedles-GC electrode with Pt nanoparticles as bright dot images. (g) Cross-sectional 
HAADF-STEM image of a single GC nanoneedle with bright Pt nanoparticle dots (it is not cut via 
the nanoneedle vertex) and the corresponding C, O, and Pt EDS element maps. Arrow S in (g) 
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as thin bright dots on the nanoneedles-GC. Figure 1 f is a representative cross-sectional 
HAADF-STEM image of the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrode with Pt NPs as bright 
dot images. Pt NPs with an average size of 2.3±0.7 nm are distributed on the 
nanoneedles-GC surface, while part of Pt NPs look to be embedded in the 
nanoneedles-GC surface layers (Figure 1 f and Figure S1). Figure 1 g shows a typical 
cross-sectional HAADF-STEM image of a single GC nanoneedle with bright Pt NPs dots 
(it is not cut via the nanoneedle vertex) and the corresponding Pt EDS element map. 
Arrow S in Figure 1 g indicates the topmost surface of GC support, which was estimated 
from the difference in the signal intensity of the O EDS element map between the GC 
and the covering epoxy resin. The HAADF-STEM images were observed after 
electrochemical measurements. 
   We prepared other two model electrodes to explore the effects of GC-support 
nanoscale morphology and strong Pt‒GC interface (Figure 2 a-c & d). For scrutinizing 
the support nanoscale morphology effect, high-energy Pt by the APD method was 
deposited, similar to the case of the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrode, but on a flat GC 
support instead of the nanoneedles-GC as shown in Figure 2a. Cross-sectional 
HAADF-STEM images and EDS element maps visualize the feature of APD-Pt/flat-GC 
(Figure 2b, c) with an average Pt size of 1.8±0.3 nm (Figure S2). In the APD process, Pt 
ions with high kinetic energies generated by arc plasma collided and subsequently 
interacted strongly with the GC surface, bringing about strong interaction between Pt 
NPs and carbon defects. On the other hand, to explore strong metal-support interface and 
its effect on ORR catalysis, a Pt/flat-GC electrode (chem-Pt/flat-GC) was also prepared 
by drop-casting of Pt NPs dispersion on the flat-GC and then by using a diluted Nafion® 
solution to fix drop-casted Pt NPs on the flat-GC support. Pt NPs used for the 
drop-casting were synthesized by an ethylene glycol reduction method and possessed an 
averaging particle size of 3.1±0.5 nm (Figure S3). 
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  We selected ORR as a model reaction because of its crucial importance in fuel cell 
and metal-air battery techniques.22-24 The electrochemical fingerprints from adsorbed CO 
(COad) stripping voltammetry reveal surface-sensitive structural information. In terms of 
the upper potential vertex of 1.2 VRHE, Pt surface oxides could be produced, thus the 
cathodic reduction peak at 0.7–0.8 VRHE may comprise contributions from desorption of 
both O/OH species and surface oxide.23,25 However, the reduction peak potential 
indicates deoxygenation capability of electrocatalysts, i.e. more positive potential 
suggest easier desorption/reduction of oxygenated species. The cathodic peak potentials 
Figure 2. (a) Fabrication steps of APD-Pt/flat-GC model electrode. (b, c) Cross-sectional 
HAADF-STEM images and EDS element maps of the APD-Pt/flat-GC electrode. (d) Fabrication 
steps of chem-Pt/flat-GC model electrode. The HAADF-STEM images (b, c) were observed after 
electrochemical measurements. Arrow S in (c) indicates the surface of GC support.  
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seen from the negative scan of voltammograms (Figure 3a) are in the order of 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC ≈ APD-Pt/flat-GC > chem-Pt/flat-GC > Pt/C, which suggests 
the weaker oxygen-binding strength and easier desorption/reduction of O/OH and 
surface oxides and the down-shifted d-electronic states for the APD-Pt/flat-GC and 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrodes. The electrochemical trend is consistent with the in 
situ XANES, where the suppression of Pt oxidation was observed with the 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrode (discussed later). The COad stripping peak potentials 
in Figure 3a showed the order of APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC (0.750 VRHE) < 
APD-Pt/flat-GC (0.832 VRHE) < chem-Pt/flat-GC (0.847 VRHE) ≤ Pt/C (0.841‒0.878 
VRHE, depending on the kind of commercial samples). The kinetics of COad oxidation is 
determined by the adsorption energy of COad and the accessibility to reactive O/OH 
species that are usually generated on defect sites like steps at low potentials prior to the 
COad stripping oxidation. The easiest oxidation of COad on the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC 
among the examined electrodes indicates the weakened strength of CO adsorption and/or 
the existence of defect sites. The atom-resolved HAADF-STEM images in Figure 4 show 
existence of low-coordinated step defects on both APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC and 
APD-Pt/flat-GC, presumably caused by the APD treatment. The electrochemically active 
surface areas (ECSA) estimated by the integrated charge of COad oxidation were 45, 43, 
35 and 48 m2 g-1Pt for Pt/C, chem-Pt/flat-GC, APD-Pt/flat-GC, and 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC, respectively. The relatively smaller ECSAs for the 
APD-Pt/flat-GC and APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC than those estimated from their averaged 
particle sizes are due to Pt NPs partially embedded in GC as imaged in Figure 1d-g, 
Figure S1, Figure 2c, and Figure S2. As the ORR activity measurement by the rotating 
disc electrode technique depends on the quality of catalyst thin film,26-28 the Pt loading 
and the measurement procedure were optimized to ensure well-defined ORR polarization 
curves (Figure 3b and Figure S4). The ORR mass activity (MA) (Figure 3c) and specific 
activity (SA) (Figure 3d) were evaluated by the Koutecky-Levich equation on the basis 
of the ORR polarization curves at a scan rate of 20 mV/s in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 
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electrolytes at 1600 rpm (Figure 3b and Figure S4) with the trend: 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC > APD-Pt/flat-GC > chem-Pt/flat-GC ≥ Pt/C. In Figure 3c & d, 
the larger MA and SA are observed for both APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC and 
APD-Pt/flat-GC compared to the chem-Pt/flat-GC, suggesting strong Pt‒GC support 
interaction-enhanced ORR activities.  Further, the surface specific activity (SA) for the 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC was improved compared to the APD-Pt/flat-GC. Thus, the 
enhanced ORR activity is contributed by Pt NPs deposited on the nanoneedles-GC, 
showing a beneficial support nanoscale morphology effect. 
Another striking feature of the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC is high durability. The 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC showed negligible MA loss after the accelerated durability test 
(ADT) of 10,000 cycles between 0.6 and 1.0 VRHE (Figure 3e & f). In contrast, the 
APD-Pt/flat-GC showed 14.7% MA loss after the 10,000 ADT cycles (Figure 3f and 
Figure S4), indicating a significant effect of the nanoneedles array on the durability. 
Further, the chem-Pt/flat-GC revealed the largest loss of MA ( -42.5% against the MA 
before the ADT) among the four electrodes (Figure 3f and Figure S5). The large 
difference between the chem-Pt/flat-GC and APD-Pt/flat-GC in the MA loss suggests a 
large influence of the strong metal‒support interface generated by the high-energy Pt 
deposition on the GC on the durability. The degradation paths for Pt/C-based catalysts 
consist of Pt dissolution, Pt detachment, carbon corrosion, Ostwald ripening, and 
agglomeration.29-31 As the result of the strong Pt‒GC contact and the robust stability of 
GC in the APD-Pt/flat-GC and particularly APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC, the degradation 
pathways can be released and suppressed greatly. In particular, the electronic and 
structural regulations of Pt NPs could be realized through the devised Pt/C model 
electrodes produced by the arc plasma Pt deposition and plasma-fabricated 




Figure 3. Electrochemical performances of the model electrodes. (a) Adsorbed CO oxidation 
voltammograms at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. (b) ORR polarization curves at a scan rate of 20 mV/s 
in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous electrolyte at 1600 rpm. (c, d) Histograms for mass activity 
(MA) and surface specific activity (SA); MA and SA were calculated by the Koutecky-Levich 
equation. The ORR activity was determined at 0.9 VRHE. (e) ORR polarization curves of 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC before and after ADT. (f) MA losses of the model electrodes after the 
ADT. ADT procedure: 10,000 potential cycles between 0.6 and 1.0 VRHE each 3 s in O2-saturated 
0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte. To obtain well-defined ORR polarization curves and the optimal MA, 
the Pt loadings on Pt/C, chem-Pt/flat-GC, APD-Pt/flat-GC, and APD-Pt/needles-GC were 17.9, 
10.3, 2.6, and 3.1 µgPt cm
-2, respectively. For a fair comparison, the background current was 
corrected for the ORR polarization curve of Pt/C because a high surface area carbon relative to the 
GC was used. 
no MA loss








































































































































Atomic-scale structures and lattice spacings for representative Pt NPs for the 
APD-Pt/flat-GC and APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC were analysed using HAADF-STEM 
(Figure 4). Interestingly, considerable single Pt atoms as precursors for Pt NPs were 
observed with the APD-fabricated Pt/GC electrodes as imaged in Figure 4a & b and Figure 
S6. During the APD process, the highly-energetic Pt ions bombard the GC surface, which 
produces carbon defects of GC to bring about interaction with arriving Pt.32 In the case of 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC, carbon defects of GC may also have been produced during the 
plasma nanoneedle fabrication. The existence of considerable Pt single atoms indicates 
strong interactions/contacts between deposited Pt single atoms and carbon defects. 
Otherwise, the Pt single atoms should have spontaneously merged to NPs driven by the 
high kinetic energy. In addition, low-coordinated steps (Figure 4 a, c) were observed with 
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Figure 4. (a, c) Atomically-resolved HAADF-STEM images and (b, d) the corresponding lattice 
spacing analysis for representative Pt NPs in APD-Pt/flat-GC (a-b) and APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC 
(c-d). The white arrows show single Pt atoms and red arrows indicate surface defects. The 




Pt NPs of the APD-Pt/flat-GC and APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC, which bring about the 
cathodic shifts of COad stripping peaks.  
The analysis of the d(111) spacings of single Pt NPs by HAADF-STEM shows 
compressive strains (2.20 ±0.02 Å and 2.21±0.02 Å, respectively for APD-Pt/flat-GC 
(Figure 4a & b) and APD-Pt/ nanoneedles-GC (Figure 4c & d)) against 2.27 Å for the bulk, 
which is also caused by the strong Pt‒GC contact.10,33-35 The in situ EXAFS analysis at 0.4 
VRHE (Table S1) revealed averaged structural parameters, Pt-Pt =2.74 ±0.01 Å and 
coordination number (CN) of Pt-Pt bond =9.7 ±0.5 against 2.77 Å (CN(Pt-Pt) =12) for Pt 
bulk, which supports the compressive strain of the lattice spacing observed with the 
single NPs in Figure 4. The modified lattice strain and d electronic states are reported to 
be key issues for ORR promotion.36-39 
Recently, Chattot et al. proposed that a structural descriptor, surface distortion (local 
microstrain), induces enhancement of the ORR kinetics on various PtNixC 
nanostructures. Surface distortion is correlated with structural defects and/or chemical 
disorder, like grain boundaries, inhomogeneous alloying, and electrochemical surface 
destruction,40-42 and they can be determined from wide-angle X-ray scattering 
(WAXS)41 and the COad stripping measurements.40,42 The step defects imaged by the 
atom-resolved HAADF- STEM in Figure 4 and about 50‒130 mV negative shifts in 
COad stripping peak relative to Pt/C in Figure 3a suggest that the structural defects in 






   To obtain in situ spectroscopic insight into the effects of GC-support nanoscale 
morphology and strong Pt‒GC support contact, we measured in situ Pt L3-edge XAFS 
spectra for the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC (Figure 5a‒d). The applied potentials were 
anodically changed from 0.4 to 1.0 VRHE every 0.2 VRHE and then cathodically from 1.0 
Figure 5.  (a, b) In situ XANES spectra of APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC recorded at anodic-scan 
potentials of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 VRHE as well as at cathodic-scan potentials of 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4 
VRHE. They trace dynamic change in surface oxygenated species to mimic ORR working 
conditions at different stages. (c) White line peak intensity changes against applied potentials for 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC and benchmark Pt/C. (d) In situ k2-weighted EXAFS 
Fourier-transforms for APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC and Pt foil and PtO2 as references. Solid lines: 
observed; Broken lines: fitted. (e, f) Contact angles for flat-GC and nanoneedles-GC. 
 

























































































































to 0.4 VRHE to trace dynamic changes in surface oxygenated species under ORR working 
conditions. The white line peak intensity, which reflects Pt 5d vacancy (Pt valence), was 
plotted against the applied potentials (Figure 5c). At 0.4 V, a potential in the double layer, 
the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC showed the higher Pt 5d vacancy than a benchmark Pt/C. 
Interestingly, a suppressed increment in the white line intensity was observed with 
raising potentials from 0.4 to 1.0 VRHE, similar to the case of Pt alloys.43-45 The results 
demonstrate that the Pt 5d vacancy was tuned by the strong contact between APD-Pt and 
nanoneedles-GC. The subsequently decreasing potential (cathodic scan) works for the 
desorption of oxygenated species and recovery of metallic Pt state. Few hysteresis (even 
negligible hysteresis within the experimental error bars) was observed in the loop of the 
potential cycling (Figure 5c), which indicates the less amount of strongly adsorbed 
surface oxides at 1.0 VRHE for the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC. The size of hysteresis loops 
approximately scales with the durability (MA loss).18,44,45 The suppression of strong 
adsorption of oxygenated species in the anodic direction and the relieved cathodic 
dissolution due to few hysteresis loop contribute to the robust durability for the 
APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC. The oxygen species adsorbed on the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC 
surface at 1.0 VRHE are readily reduced below 1.0 VRHE, also resulting in the higher ORR 
performance.18,43-45 Fourier transformed EXAFS data for the APD-Pt/ nanoneedles-GC at 
both 0.4 and 1.0 VRHE showed no Pt-O bonds except Pt-Pt bonds (Figure 5d and Table 
S1). The results on the active and durable APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC are entirely different 
from those for the Pt/C, which showed the increase in the white line intensity above 0.8 
VRHE and the existence of Pt-O bonds in addition to Pt-Pt bonds at 1.0 VRHE.18,43-45 It is, in 
general, hard to detect Pt−C interface bonding due to mismatch of the lattice parameters 
and disordered carbon surfaces diminishing Pt−C contribution.13 We further measured 
contact angles (Figure 5e & f) and the surfaces of nanoneedles-GC and flat-GC were 
found to be hydrophobic and hydrophilic, respectively, which confirms that the 
nanoneedles-structure modified the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the GC surface. The 
contact angle data indicate that the nanoneedles-GC array may improve O2 gas interfacial 
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transport and thus benefit the ORR performance of Pt NPs in 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous 
solution through modifying hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the GC surface. These 
results on the new devised Pt/C model electrodes verify the doubly beneficial roles of 
plasma-fabricated nanoneedles-GC morphology and arc plasma-devised Pt 
NPs‒nanoneedles-GC interface in the electrocatalytic ORR. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We devised new Pt/C model electrodes to distinguish and understand the beneficial roles 
of nanoscale fabricated carbon surface and devised Pt‒carbon interface in remarkable 
improvements of Pt/carbon fuel cell electrodes. The doubly beneficial contribution of the 
nanoneedles-GC support morphology and strong Pt‒GC support contact to the 
electrocatalytic ORR was observed with the Pt/C model electrode constituting the high 
energy APD-devised Pt NPs and the plasma-fabricated nanoneedles-GC. The ORR 
activity and durability of APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC, APD-Pt/flat-GC, chem-Pt/flat-GC, 
and commercial Pt/C were compared, and the highly enhanced activity and remarkable 
durability of the APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC electrode by the doubly beneficial effects of 
support nanoscale morphology and strong metal‒support interface were evidenced by the 
intimate combination of controlled Pt/GC synthesis, electrochemical measurements, in 
situ XAFS and HAADF-STEM. The nanoneedles-GC support morphology at RDE in 0.1 
M HClO4 may improve oxygen gas transport at nanoscale through modifying the 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the GC surface. The strong Pt‒GC interfacial 
interactions modify the d electronic structure of Pt NPs, resulting in the suppression of 
strongly adsorbed oxygenated species. The atom-resolved HAADF-STEM images and 
COad stripping potentials suggest that the structural defects and compressive strain of Pt 
NPs induced by the strong metal-support contact in the plasma-devised electrodes may 
benefit the ORR activity of APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC. These findings with the devised 
Pt/C model electrodes would guide how to conceive and prepare better active and 






HAADF-STEM images for APD-Pt/nanoneedles-GC and APD-Pt/flat-GC, TEM and 
particle size histogram, ORR polarization curves of chem-Pt/flat-GC and 
APD-Pt/flat-GC, and EXAFS curve-fitting results. This material is available free of 
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